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Strontium clusters: Many-body potential, energetics, and structural
transitions
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A many-body potential for strontium clusters is developed with parameters fitted to the energy
surface of strontium clusters containing up to ten atoms calculated within the density functional
theory in the generalized gradient approximation. Structure and energetics of the most stable cluster
isomers with up to 63 atoms are obtained with genetic algorithms. Additionally, the high resolution
mass spectrum of strontium clusters up to Sr96 at finite temperature is provided. Several
thermodynamic properties are studied under the many-body potential as a function of temperature.
It is found that stability patterns, indicating how stable a cluster size is with respect to its
neighboring sizes, change significantly with temperature. This behavior is due to structural
transitions of the strontium clusters that occur at finite temperatures. A comparison with the
experimental mass abundance indicates that only the structures above 400 K were observed
experimentally. Very prominent magic numbers are predicted at 34 and 61. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1384454#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Scientists in physics, chemistry, and material scie
have recently become interested in the exotic properties
played by atomic clusters at finite temperatures.1,2 At zero
temperature, the ground state structure of an atomic clust
a geometry associated with the isomer having the low
potential energy. The search for the global minimum o
function that has many variables and multitude of lo
minima is a difficult problem encountered in many fields.
finite temperatures the complexity of the problem increa
since low-lying local minima play an increasingly importa
role in determining the structural stability3 and temperature
dependent structural transitions are to be expected. U
very recently the model systems used to investigate s
transitions, both theoretically and experimentally, have b
inert gas and alkali metal clusters. However, the alkali me
are not representative for the whole class of metallic e
ments. Our investigation is aimed at introducing the n
stage of difficulty by working with less simple metals, th
alkaline earths, in particular, strontium.4–6

Alkaline earth metals are of interest because the st
tural behavior of the bulk is unconventional. These eleme
display hexagonal closed packed~hcp!→faced centered cu
bic ~fcc!→body centered cubic~bcc! crystalline structure
with increasing atomic number. In addition, strontium und
goes a structural transiton fcc→bcc at 3.5 GPa.7 Not many
studies exist for strontium clusters. At theab initio level
there are calculations within LDA for Sr2,

8 and selected ge
ometries of Sr3 through Sr13.

9 Hearn and Johnston10 fitted the
parameters of the Murrell-Mottram~MM ! potential11 on bulk

a!Electronic mail: blaisten@gmu.edu
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strontium elastic properties and reported a series of clu
structures up to Sr20 generated under this potential. From th
experimental perspective, there are spectroscopic meas
ments for the dimer,12 mass spectra for up to Sr5 ~Ref. 13!
and larger strontium clusters14,15 showing that the magic
numbers are substantially different than those of Lenna
Jones clusters. The binding energy for Sr2 has been
measured,12 although the energetics of larger clusters has
been studied in the laboratory.

In this paper we develop a many-body model poten
for strontium clusters and fit its parameters to first princip
calculations of Sr2 to Sr10 clusters as well as to the elast
constants, cohesive energy, lattice constant and surface
ergy of the bulk. This potential follows an approach simil
to that already developed for other metals.3,16 With this po-
tential we determine the global minimum structure of clu
ters up to Sr63. In the process of obtaining the global minim
with genetic algorithms17 we generate many local minim
that are collected and become part of this study as well.
experimental section includes the high resolution mass s
trum of hot strontium clusters. Making use of several of t
calculated higher energy minima we study possible struct
transformations for clusters of several sizes. This leads
study of the stability of clusters at finite temperatures wh
is compared with the mass spectrum. Other cluster prope
such as free energy, entropy, specific heat, and vibratio
spectra are also part of this work.

II. MANY BODY POTENTIAL FOR STRONTIUM

As the other alkaline earths, strontium clusters have
characterisitic of growing from a van der Waals dimer th
gains binding by adding atoms. Clusters are expected to
tain the metallic properties of the bulk when they reach
0 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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3641J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 8, 22 August 2001 Strontium clusters
certain finite size, although this size might be quite large.15,18

However, bulk fcc strontium has a peculiar electronic beh
ior since the density of states presents a small gap, being
Fermi energy precisely in the gap.19 For that reason, unti
better calculations will be available, strontium is believed
be a semimetal at atmospheric pressures. At high press
strontium becomes a bcc metal with no gap in the density
states.7,20 It is therefore important to study the structur
characterisitics for this type of material.

Two model potentials have been used in the literature
predict properties of bulk strontium. One is the pairwise a
ditive Morse potential parametrized by Wales, Munro, a
Doye21 and the other is the MM potential11 parametrized by
Hearn and Johnston10 that includes three-body terms. Both
these potentials could potentially be used to describe st
tium clusters, although the parametrization was done on b
properties. In fact clusters generated from both potent
have been reported. In the case of the Morse potential, c
ters with polytetrahedral components tend to be priviliged22

whereas in the case of the MM potential, the icosahed
growth dominates.10

In this section we describe the parametrization sche
adopted for strontium clusters to generate the many-b
potential based on the second moment approximation~SMA!
~Refs. 23, 24! in its modified version for clusters.16 The ex-
pression for this potential is as follows:

EN5(
i 51

N H e~N!(
j Þ i

N

expS 2pF r i j

r 0~N!
21G D

2j~N!A(
j Þ i

N

expS 22q~N!F r i j

r 0~N!
21G D J , ~1!

where

F~N!5~Fdimer2F fcc!S 2

ND XF

1F fcc , ~2!

whereF is eitherj, e, r 0 , or q. Five parameters~p and the
four F fcc! were fitted on experimental bulk properties: coh
sive energy521.73 eV and lattice constant56.08 Å,25 sur-
face energy50.41 eV/atom,26 elastic constantsc112c22

59 GPa, andc44510 GPa.27 The errors of this fit were
0.35%, 0.1%, 0.1%, 7%, and 8.6%, respectively.

To fit the remaining 8 parameters~four Fdimer and four
XF! we performed first principles total energy calculatio
for Sr2 through Sr10 within a hybrid approach of densit
functional generalized gradient approximation~GGA! ~Ref.
28! with a Hartree–Fock description for the exchan
energy.29 A core-polarization potential was used to simula
the core electrons together with a 2-valence-electron pse
potential and the SDD basis set withp and d polarization
functions.30 The GAUSSIAN 98 package31 with B3PW91 was
used throughout this work. Table I lists the geometry a
binding energy of the clusters. The previous-to-last colu
of this table gives the number of points in each of the ene
surfaces used in the fit of the potential parameters. All en
gies were converged to the eighth decimal place during
self consistent field loop. The minimization process was
constrained to keep a specific point symmetry. For comp
Downloaded 29 May 2009 to 129.174.113.222. Redistribution subject to A
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son, Table I contains the binding energy of a compara
calculation published during the course of this study.9 Our
calculation of the binding energy is in excellent agreem
with these results for sizes up to Sr8. For Sr9 and Sr10 we
predict more bounded clusters. We also predict system
cally shorter bond lengths for the smaller clusters due to
better description of the exchange energy.18 Additionally,
Ref. 9 does not provide information on points of the ene
surfaces of the various clusters other than their minima.

The four parametersFdimer and the four parameters,Xf

were fitted on 20 points of the dimer energy curve and
162 points corresponding to the energy surfaces of3
through Sr10 as indicated in Table I. The 13 parameters of t
potential are: e fcc50.015 761 eV, j fcc50.3832 eV, r fcc

54.301 Å, qfcc51.1132, p517.649, edimer50.018 089 eV,
jdimer50.139 77 eV,r dimer55.6 Å, qdimer56.0, Xj50.8, Xe

50.52588,Xr 0
53.6,Xq50.65. The error for the fit was 0.15

eV, which is less than 4%.

III. MODIFIED GENETIC ALGORITHM

Several methods for finding the global minimum of th
potential energy surface~PES! have been proposed over th
years for optimization of cluster geometries. Such optimi
tion is difficult because the number of local minima increas
exponentially with the number of atoms in the cluster.32 The
main problem associated with optimization is the tendency
be trapped in regions of the PES close to local minima t
may be far from the global minimum. One of the earlie
methods introduced to resolve this difficulty is simulat
annealing33 which requires jumps over energy barriers, a
netic factor that hampers the search. Lower energy barr
may be obtained by smoothing the PES.34 However, a draw-
back of smoothing techniques is that the global minimum
the modified PES might not be the same as that of the or
nal PES. An alternative method is the basin-hopp
algorithm35 in which the PES is replaced by a modified su
face containing only the basins of all known minima. Sin
each point in the catchment basin of a local minimum
assigned the energy of that minimum, this transformat
obviously eliminates the barriers between adjacent minim
This modified PES is known as the inherent structure36 and

TABLE I. Binding energies per atom and average bond length of S2 through
S10 calculated within GGA. Last two columns list the number of points
the potential energy surface used in the fitting of the parameters of Eq~1!
and binding energies from Ref. 9.

EN /N
~eV/atom! r ave ~Å! No. points

EN /N
~eV/atom!

Ref. 9

Sr2 D`h 0.0698 4.60 20 0.066
Sr3 D3h 0.2049 4.33 6 0.245
Sr4 Td 0.3958 4.17 8 0.481
Sr5 D3h 0.4426 4.20 12 0.512
Sr6 C2v 0.4821 4.20 20 0.553
Sr7 D5h 0.5763 4.18 15 0.680
Sr8 Cs 0.5884 4.20 62 0.688
Sr9 Cs 0.6296 4.20 27 0.587
Sr10 C3v 0.6455 4.22 12 0.590
IP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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3642 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 8, 22 August 2001 Wang et al.
the basin-hopping algorithm consists of a Monte Ca
search on this modified PES. A very different class of op
mization methods are the genetic algorithms~GA! based on
Darwinian evolution theory. In these methods several l
energy structures are evolved by using operators reminis
of the way nature splits and mutates parent genomes to
duce offspring.37,38 Applications to clusters have been pu
lished by several groups.17,39–42

In this work we apply a GA that evolves by performin
the genetic operations on the PES represented by the inh
structure instead of the actual PES. A Lamarckian evolut
is achieved because the GA combines only preselected p
on the PES, those representing isomers corresponding t
cal minima, instead of combining arbitrary selected points
the PES.43 Specifically, in our implementation of a Lamarck
ian GA, each individual is a random structure of an N-ato
cluster which is loosely minimized to a local minimum. Th
coordinates of that minimum are the genes of that individu
A population in a given generation is defined as a group
such individuals. The energy of each minimum (Ei) is com-
puted based on Eqs.~1!–~2! and the normalized fitness fo
that individual (f i) is defined as

f i5
Emax2Ei

Emax2Emin
, ~3!

whereEmax andEmin are the highest and lowest energies
the minima in the population. A GA iteration consists of t
following. The initial population containsM minimized
structures ranked in decreasing order according to their
ness. This describes the first generation. Three genetic op
tions are performed on the members of the present pop
tion to yield the subsequent generation: crossover, aver
and elite. Two children are generated from two parents c
sen at random from theM minimized structures by a mul
tiple point crossover44 in which each coordinate of one pa
ent is exchanged by one coordinate of the other parent
probability p. The average operator creates one child by
lecting at random two parents from the population and ar
metically averaging their coordinates. Subsequently,
structures generated with these two rules are locally m
mized. The elite operation stipulates that some of the fit
individuals of the present population are passed intact to
next generation. The second population is formed by theM
new individuals~local minima! that have higher fitness. Th
process is repeated until the lowest energy minimum fo
does not change over several generations. At this point
first GA iteration ends and the optimization is started ag
for a second iteration from a different initial population. Th
valuesM540, p50.22, and elite518% ensured the mos
efficient optimization. For each cluster size, 100 iteratio
were performed. Contributions of the genetic operat
known as mutation were proven to be insignificant in t
genetic evolution of our system and therefore this opera
was not applied. The major improvement of th
Lamarckian-GA applied to our system is that the individu
correspond to local minima of the PES~cluster isomers!, and
therfore their fitness is high.
Downloaded 29 May 2009 to 129.174.113.222. Redistribution subject to A
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IV. STRONTIUM CLUSTERS: STRUCTURE AND
ENERGETICS

Strontium clusters containing up to 63 atoms were op
mized with our GA procedure under the many body poten
described by Eqs.~1!–~2!. The binding energies of the globa
minimum structures are listed in Table II. Each cluster in o
set of most stable isomers has a structure that can be foun
one of the sets produced using prototype potentials suc
the Lennard-Jones~LJ!,45 the Sutton-Chen 12-6~SC!,46 and
Morse~M!.22 The type of strucure is listed in the table. Mo
of these structures have local hcp, icosahedral, and dec
dral motifs. Sr24 and Sr45 were identified as global isomer
for the rhodium clusters.16 The most stable structures of Sr13

and Sr55 are Mackay icosahedra; Sr38 is the truncated octa
hedron. At other cluster sizes, hcp and fcc motifs can
identified. For example, Sr26 and Sr48 are clusters cut from
the hcp lattice. The average bond distance as a functio
cluster size is also reported in Table II. Although the dim
has a large interatomic separation, the bond distance rap
contracts to 4.17 Å for Sr4 and expands again with increasin
cluster size reaching 4.3 Å at aboutN520, which is already
the nearest neighbor distance of bulk fcc strontium. In Fig
we give a comparison between our results of the bind
energies per atom~black dots! and those obtained using th
MM ~Ref. 10! ~triangles! and Morse22 ~squares! potentials
for strontium. The MM potential overestimates the bindi
energy by about 20% whereas the Morse potential unde
timates the binding energies by 10%–20% when compa
to our GGA and many-body results. Additionally, for seve

TABLE II. Binding energies per atom, average bond length, and type
structure of clusters containing up to 63 strontium atoms obtained with
many-body potential.

N EN /N rave(Å) Structure N EN /N rave ~Å! Structure

10 0.646 4.23 M LJ SC 37 0.934 4.29 SC
11 0.668 4.24 M LJ SC 38 0.943 4.30 LJ SC
12 0.693 4.23 M LJ SC 39 0.948 4.30 LJ
13 0.725 4.26 M LJ SC 40 0.951 4.30 LJ SC
14 0.732 4.28 M LJ SC 41 0.955 4.30 LJ
15 0.747 4.28 LJ SC 42 0.960 4.30 LJ SC
16 0.759 4.26 M LJ SC 43 0.966 4.30 LJ SC
17 0.770 4.27 LJ SC 44 0.967 4.30 LJ SC
18 0.782 4.29 M LJ 45 0.974 4.30 Ref. 16
19 0.801 4.30 M LJ SC 46 0.981 4.31 LJ SC
20 0.809 4.29 M LJ SC 47 0.984 4.30 LJ SC
21 0.816 4.31 SC 48 0.989 4.30 LJ
22 0.825 4.31 M LJ 49 0.995 4.30 LJ SC
23 0.838 4.28 M LJ 50 0.998 4.30 LJ
24 0.843 4.28 Ref. 16 51 1.003 4.29 SC
25 0.851 4.28 SC 52 1.009 4.29 LJ SC
26 0.860 4.28 M LJ 53 1.014 4.30 LJ
27 0.867 4.31 LJ 54 1.019 4.30 M LJ SC
28 0.876 4.30 SC 55 1.024 4.30 LJ SC
29 0.881 4.29 SC 56 1.025 4.30 LJ SC
30 0.889 4.30 SC 57 1.025 4.30 LJ SC
31 0.896 4.29 SC 58 1.029 4.31 LJ SC
32 0.904 4.31 LJ SC 59 1.031 4.30 LJ
33 0.909 4.29 SC 60 1.035 4.30 LJ SC
34 0.914 4.31 LJ 61 1.038 4.30 LJ SC
35 0.922 4.30 SC 62 1.040 4.30 LJ
36 0.928 4.31 LJ SC 63 1.043 4.30 LJ
IP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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3643J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 8, 22 August 2001 Strontium clusters
sizes the MM structures are different such asN58, N515
throughN518. Only a few Morse structures for the sma
clusters coincide with ours as seen in Table II.

V. MASS SPECTRUM OF STRONTIUM CLUSTERS

Strontium clusters were produced in a low-pressure,
ert gas, condensation cell. The metal was heated in a ta
lum crucible producing a vapor that was quenched in 1 m
of helium gas cooled to 100 K. Strontium clusters conden
out of the cooled vapor and were entrained in the flow
helium gas as it passed through various stages of differe
pumping into the acceleration region of a time-of-flight ma
spectrometer. Before pulsed extraction at a right angle
the drift tube, the clusters were ionized and heated with la
pulses. The wavelength of the lasers used in this experim
must be chosen carefully as described below.

The clusters produced in this experiment had a bro
smooth size distribution peaked at about 1000 atoms. It
necessary to heat the clusters to a temperature at which
sive evaporation took place for two reasons. First, o
through evaporation could magic sizes be induced in the
distribution. Clusters with these magic sizes resisted eva
ration indicating that they were unusually stable. Seco
only by evaporation could a large enough number of sm
~less than 100 atoms! clusters be produced to provide acce
able count rates. Laser light was also used to ionize the c
ters. However, they should acquire a charge of only11.
Further ionization would complicate the interpretation of t
mass spectrum. Therefore, one laser can be used for
heating and ionization only if the laser has a photon ene
near the first ionization threshold of the clusters. This wo
allow the use of a high laser fluence necessary for hea
without resulting in multiple ionization. Alternatively, two
lasers could be used; a low fluence, short wavelength l
for ionization, and a high fluence, long wavelength laser
heating. Both types of experiments were carried out yield
the same results. The one-laser experiment used 400 nm
and the two-laser experiment used both 532 nm and 308
photons.

Mass spectra of strontium clusters have been show
demonstrate very pronounced icosahedral structure, but

FIG. 1. Comparison of binding energy as a function of cluster size:
work GGA calculation~circles!, the many-body potential~black dots!, MM
potential Ref. 10~triangles!, Morse potential Ref. 21~diamonds!.
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between 550 and 900 atoms. The detailed subshell struc
observed in this limited size range is identical to that se
and reported for Mg and Ca clusters. The structure co
sponds to the formation of the 5th shell as each of the
triangular facets of the icosahedron is covered with ato
This result was reported and discussed in detail.6 That por-
tion of the same spectrum for clusters containing less t
100 atoms was neither reported nor understood at the t
but is now shown in Fig. 2. A similar spectrum has be
reported in Ref. 15.

The mass spectrum of SrN clusters, Fig. 2, contains
strong mass peaks at, for example,N534 and 61, thus iden-
tifying particularly stable clusters. The high stability of the
clusters will be associated with their structure rather th
with the number of valence electrons. Since such an inter
tation differs from that of well-studied alkali metal clusters
few words of explanation are in order. If an alkali met
cluster is heated to a temperature high enough to cause
sive evaporation on a time scale of 1028 s, the cluster can be
viewed as a more-or-less spherical liquid droplet. All of the
clusters look the same. Magic sizes are marked by the fil
of highly degenerate electronic subshells of electrons. Al
line earth clusters sublime at these high temperatures. T
is, the clusters are solid at the temperatures necessary
evaporation. Therefore, it is more meaningful to speak
their structure.

The spectrum also shows deep minima atN535, 62, and
83, identifying particularly unstable clusters. The minima a
found immediately after maxima because an extra at
added to a stable closed structure often has a low coord
tion with the rest of the cluster. It is the strong peaks forN
534 and 61 that are at the focus of the present study.

VI. STRUCTURAL TRANSITIONS AT FINITE
TEMPERATURE

Results described in Secs. II–IV are for zero tempe
ture. On the other hand, the experimental results of Sec
were obtained at finite temperatures. Therefore, we inve
gated the possibility that clusters would change structure
finite temperatures. Indeed they do. Using Monte Carlo, M
lecular Dynamics simulations16 and the GA results, stable
isomers with energies within 1 eV above the global mi
mum were collected for each cluster size. Once the frequ

s FIG. 2. Mass spectrum of strontium clusters.
IP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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3644 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 8, 22 August 2001 Wang et al.
cies of the normal modes of vibration of all these loc
minima were calculated, the vibrational free energy of
clusters as a function of temperature can be estimated in
harmonic approximation. The calculation is done in the
nonical ensemble assuming that each isomer is in ther
equilibrium. For example, Fig. 3 illustrates the vibration
free energy as a function of temperature for two isomers
Sr34 with symmetriesC2v andD5h . TheC2v structure is the
global minimum, theD5h is one of the higher energy isome
within the 1 eV window above the global minimum. The fre
energy of this particular isomer crossesC2v free energy at a
lowest temperatureTs . Although many more isomers, othe
than theD5h , lay within the energy window above the glob
minimum, their free energies either cross the free energ
the global at temperatures higher thanTs , or do not cross at
all for temperatures below 500 K. For Sr34 at finite tempera-
tures, theD5h structure is therefore more stable than t
global minimumC2v isomer. Depicted in Fig. 4 is the inter
nal energy of Sr34 clearly showing atTs5129 K the change
of structure from the low temperatureC2v isomer to theD5h

isomer at temperatures aboveTs .

FIG. 3. Vibrational free energy as a function of temperature of two isom
of Sr34 : global minimum C2v ~circles! and higher energy isomerD5h

~triangles!.

FIG. 4. Internal energy of Sr34 as a function of temperature. The glob
minimum C2v is depicted at low temperatures. The higher energy isom
D5h is depicted at higher temperatures.
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It is customary to look at the relative energy stability
the clusters with respect to their neighbors by calculating
second difference of the binding energy at zero temperat
At finite temperatures, it is the second difference of the
brational free energiesDFN5FN111FN2122FN which in-
dicates the relative structural stability of a cluster. We pred
that several highly symmetric clusters become more stab
finite temperatures and fundamentally change the patter
stability as a function of temperature. Figure 5 shows
temperature changes ofDFN as a function of size~stability
pattern!. TheT50 data contains the zero point energy of t
clusters which is typically very small, about 0.01 eV for th
larger sizes. As clearly seen in Fig. 5, there are some clu
sizes that become quite dominant at higher temperatu
Such is the case of Sr34 and Sr61. These sizes are dramat
cally preferred in the experiment. As the spectrum in Fig
illustrates, there is practically zero abundance at Sr35 and
Sr62 indicating that these cluster sizes are very unsta
Therefore, Sr34 and Sr61 are distinct magic numbers that hav
not been observed for other elements.

Looking more closely to theN561 cluster, we find that
as in the case of Sr34, Sr61 undergoes a structural transitio
from theC2v structure to aTd structure at 220 K. Figure 6
illustrates the two structures of Sr61 and the change in the
internal energy that takes place at the transition. Figures~a!
and 7~b! show the abrupt change of the entropy and vib
tional specific heat when the structural transition takes pla
These transitions are driven by the low frequency modes
the high temperature isomers have. Illustrated in Fig. 8
the frequency spectra of normal modes of both the glo
minimum atT50 and the high temperature preferred isom
at higher temperatures of Sr34 and Sr61. In both cases a
broadening of the band is observed at finite temperature,
companied by a much denser band at low frequencies.
overall effect of temperature is to smear the region of h
spectral density in the center of the band, pushing mo
towards the band ends. In turn the low frequency mo
contribute the most to decrease the free energy at finite t

s

r

FIG. 5. Second difference of the vibrational free energy vs cluster s
~stability patterns! at four different temperatures.
IP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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3645J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 8, 22 August 2001 Strontium clusters
peratures. Almost all cluster sizes in the range studied h
undergo structural transitions at various temperatures be
melting. That information is taken into account in Fig. 5. T
only cluster sizes that do not transform structurally are 1
20, 22–23, 25–31, 35, 50, 54, and 58–59.

Additionally, several molecular dynamics simulations
a fast cooling process were carried out. This was done
simulate the rapid cooling that takes place in an evapora
process such as that encountered in the experiment desc
in Sec. V. Clusters were equilibrated at about 400 K fo
million time steps, and then quenched to low temperatu
Figure 9 shows the results for ten quenching experiment
Sr34 and four experiments for Sr61. Points correspond to av
erages over 3000 time steps after an equilibration stag

FIG. 6. ~a! Internal energy of Sr61 as a function of temperature. The glob
minimumC2v is depicted at low temperatures. The higher energy isomeTd

is depicted at higher temperatures.

FIG. 7. Thermodynamic functions for Sr34 and Sr61 as a function of tem-
perature:~a! entropy,~b! specific heat of vibration.
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2000 steps at the desired temperature. As expected, the i
nal energy as a function of temperature displays two dist
cooling branches. In one the system reaches the most s
cluster at zero temperature~C2v for Sr34 and Sr61! and the
other branch reaches the most stable cluster aboveTs ~D5h

for Sr34 andTd for Sr61! that has been quenched due to t
fast cooling process. These simulations confirm that for
lected cluster sizes there are two dynamically preferred st
tures, i.e., the global minimum structure at temperatu
close to the zero point energy and another structure reve
only above the structural transition temperature.

FIG. 8. Normal mode frequencies of the lower energy isomers of Sr34 and
Sr61 at T50 and at finite temperatures.

FIG. 9. Total energy as a function of temperature along the cooling pro
for Sr34 and Sr61 . Dark triangles refer to quenches that ended in the glo
minimum structure and circles correspond to quenches that drove the sy
to the preferred structure above the structural transition temperature.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

The proposed many-body potential for strontium clust
allow for an investigation of the cluster structures up toN
563. Results on the energetic stability of clusters in this s
range indicate a strong effect of temperature on the ma
numbers~more stable sizes!. The stability patterns change a
the temperature is increased as shown in Fig. 5. At fin
temperatures our calculation predicts the magic number
and 61 of the high resolution mass spectrum reported in S
V. The rest of the pattern at 400 K is also in good agreem
with the mass spectrum. At cluster sizes 34 and 61, as we
in others, we predict structural transitions from the isom
corresponding to the global minimum transforming into
more spherelike higher energy isomer. These transitions
place at temperatures below 500 K and are driven by the
frequency modes of the structures. Specifically, theC2v clus-
ters Sr34 and Sr61 undergo a structural transition to theD5h

andTd symmetries, respectively. It is important to note th
the entropy of Sr34 and Sr61 increases with temperature, pr
sents a discontinuity at the structural transition temperat
and shows that the high temperature stable structures
significantly larger entropy@Fig. 7~a!#. The structural transi-
tion, however, is driven by the important contribution of t
low frequency vibrational modes to the free energyF at
finite temperatures. Since the clusters are assumed to b
thermal equilibrium at a temperatureT, the entropyS is
obtained from the free energy asS(T)5@E(T)2F(T)#/T.
Therefore, it is the change in the structural stability of t
cluster evidenced by its free energy that drives the struct
transitions.

In this work we also report hybrid GGA calculations fo
Sr clusters with up to 10 atoms. These first principles res
allow us to fit the parameters of the many-body potent
From the study at zero temperature we then predict the tr
of the binding energy as the cluster size increases. A c
parison to the MM and Morse potentials parametrized
strontium shows that both of these potentials give a differ
trend of how the binding energy as a function of size reac
the bulk value.

No experiments exist today concerning the structure
strontium clusters, probably because strontium is a very
active element and combines readily with oxygen. Theref
pure Sr clusters are challenging systems for experime
findings. In this direction the predictive content of this wo
should be helpful.
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